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I intend to relate in depth the evolution of my visual
interpretation of Lautreamont's poem, Les Chants de Maldoror.
from a series of five paintings to my feature length, drama
tic motion picture, Maldoror. As background material, I will
analyze the visual symbolism and the historical context of
the original work. Within this framework, I will demonstrate
the parallelism of Lautreamont's philosophical viewpoints
with certain aspects of twentieth-century Existentialism,
From this basis, I will individually evaluate the various
conceptual approaches to the execution of the "Maldoror paint
ings"
and the final decision to more effectively present the
"Maldoror theme" as a motion picture. Particular emphasis
will be given to the reciprocal relationship between the two
media.
TO GENE S. WEISS - The man who introduced me to motion pictures
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NADA
Loid who are infinitely absent
from mountains and rivers and trees
from the sea and the sky and the eyes which
create them
and from the stars where thoughts are formed
and from life and death and absence
Lord who are infinitely elsewhere.
in eyes without sight in hands without extent
in souls uninhabitated forever
in lights empty and green with silence
which are never reached by birth or death
Lord foreboding of my imprisoned joy
richness and pure freedom in nothing
never is my prison in you severe enough never
my eyelids are never walled up enough never





I imagine any verbal dissertation on a visual entity,
be it a sculpture, painting or motion picture, can be re
dundant. In such cases, the inherent truth in the clichfi
concerning the beating of proverbial dead horses certainly
applies: if the work visually exists, then why talk about
it?
However, in my circumstance, the need to write about
Maldoror is required by my personal desire to sensibly re
flect on a film that took nearly three years to complete.
This duration was a continual series of psychological highs
and lows which frequently were punctuated by fits of intense
emotion and crisis. Now, it is time to catch one's breath,
to look back, and to see the final resoats as compared to my
initial intentions.
The main body of the thesis paper is composed of two
sections: The Formulation of Maldoror. which emphasizes the
general aesthetic, thematic, and dramatic guidelines of the
film and, secondly, The Production of Maldoror. which is a more
personal summary of the project.
THE FORMULATION OF MALDOROR
by Robert D. Trussell
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BACKGROUND
The film, Maldoror. is freely adapted from the prose-
poetry epic, Les Chants de Maldoror by the Comte de
Lautrea-
mont: the pseudonym for Isidore Ducasse, Details of the
author's life are relatively unknown: he kept no personal
journal and his Maldoror was his only finished work. Only
months after Maldoror was published, Ducasse suddenly died:
he had lived only
twenty- four years. Yet his, genius had en
gendered a masterpiece that has been considered one of the
greatest works in French literature by Maeterlinck, Huysman,
and Remy de Gourmont. Andre Breton, the father of surrealism,
pointed to Ducasse as the primary influence of his movement.
The text of Maldoror has been illustrated on several occasions
by such artists as Salvadore Dali, Rene Magritte and Matta
Echaurren.
Les Chants de Maldoror is a potent work. On the sur
face, it is extremely bizarre in its imagery and seemingly
morbid in its content. However, below this primal level of
poetic contrivances and nineteenth century decadence is an
existential cry for human significance in life. With this
intention, the work transcends its common genre and subse
quently makes its imagery truly unique for its time.
Ducasse wrote Maldoror in 1869, during a decade of in
tense scientific and ethical upheaval. Ten years earlier,
Darwin published The Origin of Species. Its appearance Crea
ted no small uproar in the unprepared Victorian world. A bit later,
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Ducasse came in contact with Darwin's theories through a
French translation by Clemence Royer who amplified the ori
ginal text with extensive anti-Christian polemics.
Ducasse was a sensitive person, rather frail physi
cally, and suffered spiritually from that complaint of most
nineteenth century intellectuals: acute melancholia. As most
of his peers, young Ducasse was swept up into the romantic
movement, which by the 1860's had become somewhat manner! s tic.
Nevertheless, Ducasse adhered to the basic Romantic Ideals
concerning Nature, the superior position of man over creation
and the omnipotence of science as the manifestation of that
superiority. It could be said, therefore, that Ducasse was
spiritually torn in two by
Royer'
s DeL'Origine des Especes.
As an able scientist (he was trained in the Ecole Polytech-
nique), he could not deny the all too persuasive thesis pro
posed by Darwin. Yet, Ducasse the Romantic found the philo
sophical implications to be degrading and repugnant. Instead
of being the epitome of reason, Man was now equated with a
common beast: the ape. Although today this concept is taken
for granted,
Ducasse*
s ambivalence to the notion caused great
anxiety; it meant a complete reevaluation of his position in
the realm of existence. Thus, Les Chants de Maldoror is
Ducasse'
s attempt to externalize anguish deriving from his
mental dichotomy.
The tone of Les Chants de Maldoror is that of disillu
sionment. The embodiment of this despair is the protagonist,
Maldoror: he acts as our representative and that of all man-
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kind. Disenchantment with his human existence causes Maldoror
to regard his inner self as bestial and evil. Through a lengthy
dialectic, supported by explicit examples of Man's innate
cruelty, Maldoror further deduces that all mankind is hypo
critical; that is, feigning goodness while in actuality being
squalid and maligned. Rather than live in this equivocal state,
Maldoror commits himself to a "Career of Evil". Once turning
away from his human rationalism, Maldoror strives to embrace
the bestial: to throw himself into chaos. The attempt to be
"la bete" drives him to perform several ritualistic murders.
Moreover, Maldoror becomes so spiritually malevolent that his
power effectively intimidates the "Creator". Yet Maldoror
never completely metamorphoses with the bestial. His tragic
flaw is his remorse and thus Les Chants de Maldoror concludes
with a discouragingly untriumphant victory over goodness.
SYNOPSIS OF THE FILM
It is Ducasse' s intentions that I have tried to pre
serve in my adaption. In addition, I have restructured the
theme of disillusionment in light of twentieth century Exis
tentialism. Thus my Maldoror is a nineteenth century man des
perately trying to find a meaningful way "to be".
The character, Maldoror, is a tragic hero. By 1889,
he is at the height of his career as an illustrator for a
well known Art Nouveau periodical. His reputation in the art
world may be compared to the stature of Aubrey Beardsley. Yet,
despite his position and technical finesse, he is deeply
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troubled spiritually. Aroused by the writings of Friedrich
Nietzsche, he feels the vacuum, the nothingness, created by
the absence of God, the Sod that was taken for granted for
so many centuries. Without the protection of the Creator,
Maldoror finds himself a helpless, insignificant element ex
posed to an infinite void. Maldoror's
"Angst"
deriving from
his dread of nothingness throws Maldoror from his once con
fident situation. In part, the plot of the film centers
*
around Maldoror's struggle to assume a significant human pos
ture ance again.
Ironically, Maldoror's attempt "to
be" is what leads
him to complete degradation by the end of the film. Despe
rate to find his way, he clings to any possible answer to his
dilemma. He becomes acquainted with an urbane musician, Lo
hengrin, who involves him in demiurgical beliefs. The tragic
flaw of Maldoror now manifests itself.
Maldoror possesses an unyielding inquisitiveness. As
Lohengrin and he begin to more and more interrelate, Maldoror
finds the musician's philosophy disenchantingly compromised
by petty anxieties. Maldoror intently questions Lohengrin
concerning the validity of his beliefs. Progressively un
covering Lohengrin's weaknesses, Maldoror increases the aware
ness of his own evil potential but inversely degrades Lohen
grin's self-image. In order to affirm his new existence, Mal
doror moves swiftly to psychologically break Lohengrin's spi
rit and gain complete superiority. Maldoror is successful in
his attempt, but later, to his shock, he finds Lohengrin's
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drowned body at an isolated seashore location where the
musician enjoyed contemplating. Obviously, Lohengrin is a
victim of his own hand, but Maldoror is appalled that he
could be responsible for Lohengrin's death. In spite of his
theoretical evilness, Maldoror has never prepared himself
for the eventuality that his malevolency might indeed pro
duce a heinous outcome. Falling into a state of confusion,
his mind snaps. Soon after, in a fit of violence and
des-
*
pair, he nearly commits a murder, believing his victim to be
the avenging spirit of Lohengrin. While hiding from possible
retribution for his criminal action, Maldoror hypothesizes
that, in order to be truly evil, he must perform a diabolic
crime with no remorse. He calculates to kill a talented
young pianist, Lucien: one of Lohengrin's pupils. Moreover,
Maldoror morbidly plans the ritualistic execution to trans
pire at the ocean's edge, near Lohengrin's body. Trying
very hard not to feel any remorse, Maldoror performs the
murder perfectly. However, upon dragging the boy's corpse to
the musician's resting place, he finds the spot completely
deserted: no sign of Lohengrin's remains. The disappearance
seems supernatural to the unbalanced Maldoror, rendering his
well planned murder senseless: was Lohengrin's body real or
an apparition? The film closes with Maldoror's uncertainty
of what course to take now. His only consolation is that he
now acknowledges the void that has always surrounded him.
-6-
THEME
The philosophical concepts which constitute the theme
of Maldoror are "Angst" and nothingness. Their relationship
is inseparable but of the two,
"Angst"
can be discussed more
easily because it manifests itself in our perceivable existence,
"Angst" is a fundamental aspect of being. In this
sense it is not a mere psychological phenomenon but rather an




of existence, which, ini-turn, reveals truth. Thus
"Angst" is not "anxiety" as psychologists have interpreted it.
On the contrary,
"Angst" is a sublime dreading that emanates
from the deepest regions of our being: territories that ex
tend beyond psychological phenomena.
At this point there should also be a distinction be
tween the concept of dread and that of fear. Fear is being
"afraid"
of something or someone. Fear implies a cause.
Dread, on the other hand, has no cause: it is a pervasive
phenomenon, both within and without our existence. Essen
tially, we dread nothing rather than fearing something,
"Angst" is trembling in the face of the void. As a re
sult, our everyday concerns may seem irrelevant. Our goals,
relationships, and aspirations are paled to insignificance.
Therefore dread is a mode of illuminating our everydayness as
a facet of a very finite being. We are brought into close
contact with a factu-al condition of our existence (called
facticity in philosophical parlance).
On a broader scale,
"Angst" is a primary route to the
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disclosure of Being and Truth. The use of dread in such a
matter is not of itself morbid or perverse. Quite the oppo
site, by dreading we acknowledge the realm of Non-Being and
its capacity to permeate our existence. This realization of
the blending of Being and Non-Being into one consciousness
can be a meaningful step toward a more thorough integration
of self.
Thus the confrontation of "Angst" and its recognition
as a genuine part of our existence is a matter of importance
to any human being if self-disclosure is to be attained. In
the film, the protagonist, Maldoror, stands on the edge of the
void. He has a choice: either he can accept the nothingness
within himself or he can ignore it. As we can see in the
synopsis, he decides to dismiss it as an absurd thought. He
chooses to bury himself in his work and thereby leads us to
the next philosophical stratum of the film.
Maldoror regards his artwork as a "way to rid
himself"
of the "Angst" that confronts him. His attitude toward art
as an escape from himself is a perverse use of his great talent.
Actually art should be truth at work, a thesis offered to us
by Heidegger in his essays entitled Holzwege.
According to Heidegger, art is not so much a revealing
of thingness as much as a revealing of the structure of a
whole world. And if this sounds a bit pretentious, Heidegger
goes on to qualify the major contention.
The degree of truth revealed by a work of art is in
relation to its simplicity and purity. Likewise, Heidegger
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essentially agrees with the Dionysian ethic of Nietzsche, in
that the more unadorned with aesthetics or the more primor
dial a work of art is, the more capable it is of revealing
truth. "The word" that art reveals is not the"whole
world"
as
such, but, actually a more selective world opened by the work
of art itself. " The'work as work erects a world. The work
holds open the openess of the world". Thus, by pursuing its
truth in a direct and selective sense, the work of art is then
allowing us to become part of a larger Truth (the world). Art
can bring us into the light of Being. Art is like "Angst"; it
is a means of confronting Truth and disclosing Being.
In the film, Maldoror has achieved great success through
his art. Yet the famous Maldoror feels empty inside and dis
covers his work to be incapable of overcoming the decay of his
spiritual self. Maldoror admits to the inadequacy of his art
to be direct, pure, and simple. He also verbally acknowledges
his dread. Indeed Maldoror possesses the wherewithal to grap
ple with his insignificance and to use his art as a means of
"finding himself". Such is not the case however as Maldoror
passes the cup from himself, calling his thoughts
"nonsense"
By ignoring the plea of his inner self, Maldoror be
comes "inauthentic"; he is, in essence, living "outside of being",
Maldoror's inauthenticy leads to his final alienation, insanity
and criminal action.
Yet despite Maldoror's emotional disintegration, he
eventually reaches a final disclosure of Truth and regains
authenticity. He senses the presence of the void around him,
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acknowledges his dread, and feels his insignificance.., Philo
sophically this is as much of a happy ending as any last
minute rescue of the imperilled heroine by the flashy pro
tagonist. Of course, the resolution of Maldoror lacks some
of this melodramatic satisfaction; nonetheless it is a positive
"tying
up"




Maldoror is a tragedy transpiring in a nightmare; a
world dominated by dread and repressed violence. A possible
disparity in aesthetic form may arise from that description:
Maldoror is a tragedy - traditionally, a highly structured
dramatic form - and, likewise, a black fantasy - a visual world
where time, place and action occur in irrational relationships
to one another. The situation is indeed a paradox but far from
a contradiction.
Actually, the blending of the formal drama and the unreal
is perhaps as ancient as the theater itself. In most cases,
Greek plays, both tragic and comic, derive from legends and my
thology. Intervention by the prevailing deities is a standard
theatrical device of the Hellenic playwright. His audience may
be startled by the abrupt disruption of the play (^Merwise a
paragon of Aristotle's dramatic unities) by a
"god"
dangling
from a rope. Even the actors were larger than life, seemingly
unreal as they crossed the stage in ten foot costumes and bel
lowing through large, stylized masks. This is the ritual of the
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early Greek theater. Their arena encompasses the realms of the
real and unreal in stride - a fact that gets lost when we expe
rience their play from our armchairs.
By the time of the Romans, the legitimate theater had be
come more formally unified. However, in the less refined arenas
and stages, the Satyr play was performed. In essence, it was a
loose arrangement of burlesque, histrionic dramatic interludes
which were occasionally punctuated with actual on-stage murders.
The cumulative effect of all this chaos could have been not un
like the worst of nightmares.
The "fantasies" of Shakespeare were tightly constructed
allegories. Yet, magic and incredible deeds dominated the visual
presentation of such plays as A Midsummernight's Dream and The
Tempest. Human characters metamorphosed into strange beings,
half-beast and half-man. Rationality was contested and some
times overwhelmed by the awesome powers of a Puck, a Calaban or
an Ariel. The dream-like mise-en-scene of the Shakespearean
fantasy is incorporated with a highly structured format. The ba
lance is tenuous; the resulting dynamism still charges the ima
ginations of modern audiences.
Contemporary theater has seen the rise of the unreal into
a position of greater importance. In the late nineteenth cen
tury, French Symbolism (primarily a literary movement which re
lied heavily on dream imagery) expanded its aura of influence
into drama, Maurice Maeterlinck, a former poet, became a potent
playwright by bringing the synaesthetic dream-world of symbolism
onto the stage. His plays, La Princesse Maleine. The Intruder.
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and Pelleas and Melisande made him an internationally admired
dramatist. Even the genius of naturalism, August Strindberg,
lauded Maeterlinck as a grand master and paid him the tribute
of imitation (A Dream Plav). Despite all this acclaim and
success, the tide of
"Maeterlinckism" began to recede before
the First World War.
Alfred Jarry was a symbolist poet haunted by the same
dark pessimistic demeanor as Isidore Ducasse, In 1896, Jarry
e
wrote Ubu Roi. a savage indictment of European bourgeois so
ciety. The social implications of the play were secondary to
its revolutionary effect on the aesthetics of the theater of
that time.
The scenery was painted to represent, by
a child's convention, indoors and out of doors,
and even the torrid, temperate, and arctic zones
at once. Opposite you, at the back of the stage,
you saw apple trees in bloom, under a blue sky,
and against the sky a small closed window and a
fireplace through the very midst of which
trooped in and out the clamorous and sangui
nary persons of the drama. On the left was painted
a bed, and at the foot of the bed a bare tree and
snow falling. On the right there were palm trees
a door opened against the sky, and beside
the door a skeleton dangled. A venerable gentleman
in evening dress trotted across the stage on
the points of his toes between every scene and
hung the new placard (with the description of the
place where the action was laid) on its nail. 2
This contemporary description of the dScor of Ubu Roi
sounds like a piece from the stage notes of Beckett or Ionesco.
Indeed, the artistic
"ceuvre"
of Jarry (Ubu EnchainS. Gestes
et Opinions du Docteur Faustroll) influenced the dream-oriented
plays of the Dadaists, Surrealists, and the more recent Theater
of the Absurd,
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In 1918, Apollinaire (a close friend of Jarry), writing
in a preface to one of his own plays, Les Mamelles de Tiresias.
poetically capsulizes the reason for allowing drama (or film
making for that matter) to go beyond conventional structures
and embrace new worlds of experience, in this case, fantasy.
"For the theater should not be a copy of reality
It is right that the dramatist should use
All the mirages at his disposal
It is right that he should let crowds speak in
animate objects
If he so pleases
And that he no longer should reckon with time
Or space
His universe is the play
Within which he is God the Creator
Who disposes at will
Of sounds gestures movements masses colours
Not merely in order
To photograph what is called a slice of life
But to bring forth life itself in all its truth... "3
Apollinaire calls for the artist to invent new orders
within the context of the play's theme and to disclose the
truth. In my case, the demands of presenting a dramati-cally
tragic situation in a dream-world indicates the necessity for
a flexible unity which can permit these two elements to syn
thesize. Such a unity must also set the limits of aesthetic
choice so the theme of the film may be coherently communicated
to the audience. When I wrote the master script for Maldoror.
I adhered to an "organic unity".
In general, organic unity is the inseparable relation
ship of parts to a whole. In a mechanical system like a watch,
the various parts of the device can be disassembled, laid out
and analyzed. Any organism, however, is inherently contin
gent upon the existence of another. Its total structure re-
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sists analysis; the whole must be grasped as a totality,
rather than as a collection of mechanically joined parts.
Organic unity is not anti-dramatic. Plot devices
such as exposition, development, climax and resolution are
still an integral part of its concept. Yet organic unity is
an alternative to the pyramidal plot configuration which or
ders the plot in a mechanical formula. In the pyramidal struc
ture, the action rises, climaxes and falls with the precision
of a motor piston. In the hands of a gifted playwright, this
dramatic convention can be as aesthetically well balanced as
a Mozart concerto; abused it can resemble "clockwork
mice"
as
George Bernard Shaw called the "pieces bien fait?' of VictOrien
Sardu and Eugene Scribe.
Organic unity favors a system allowing the non-linear
placement of unities: time place and action. The sequence of
happenings is unpredictable: past and present intermingle; a
dream sequence may occur in the midst of dialogue. The bind
ing thread of this kind of drama is the protagonist himself,
Maldoror, Through the organic structure of the action, we see
his world on the edge of the abyss, the threshold of insanity
and a spiritual disintegration.
Another primary dramatic consideration while writing the
script was the equal emphasis on character as well as the plot,
Aristotle, in his Poetics, called the plot "the soul of trage
dy". The venerable philosopher thus gave the plot pre-eminence
over character for too many centuries. To Aristotle, the char
acters were figures embroiled in the "structure of incidents".
-1if-
The separation of plot and character is unnecessary. Ideally
they should interplay and both define the intentions of the
playwright.
Maldoror relies greatly on character. The theme of
"Angst"
and the dream-like mise-en-scene can only evolve from
a subjective personality and not from an "ordering of inci
dents".
The whole film is concerned with existence - the state
of being. Such an investigation is philosophical and is only
elucidated through a subjective treatment of character. Mal
doror, the protagonist, is the focal point of the film's exis
tential search. Maldoror and the
"incidents"
which he expe
riences synthesize organically into a visual expression of my
existential enquiry.
FORMAT
The visual format of the film, Maldoror. is the vehicle
for my philosophical and dramatic intentions. I don't mean
to imply that my film aesthetics are not as important as the
latter. I like to think I devoted three years of labor to
making a film, not a motion picture of a play or a visual
treatise. Not only does the format articulate my purposes but
also constitutes a visual experience.
The visual technique of Maldoror strives to engage the
viewer with the existence of the main character. The audience,
as a group of individuals, is not meant to watch Maldoror ob
jectively, but to be with him throughout his ordeal. This
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status is achieved by means of the subjective camera, that is,
shots which attempt to bring the viewer closer to the charac
ter or "into" his way of seeing, thereby into the character's
way of thinking.
The close-up, undoubtedly, makes the face of a charac
ter much larger than life (provided one is in the theater and
not watching television!). Every nuance of the actor's per
formance becomes not only easily discernible but can
intimate-
ly reveal aspects of the character's inner make-up. We can
look into the actor's magnified face as if we were experien
cing the proximity of a close friend, sharing a most important
and private thought - a moment when we can feel in tune with
a fellow human being. In Maldoror. the close-up becomes an
important device for disclosing the vista of the protagonist's
self.
The point of view (P.O.V. ) shot of a character is a ci
nematic representation of whatever that character perceives as
well as how he sees it at thatmoment. When used as a drama
tic device, the P.O.V. shot reveals qualities of a character's
personality. In the subjective sense, the P.O.V. shot can per
mit the viewer to see as the character sees. The valuable
sense of sight is shared for the length of the shot; the au
dience can potentially align itself subjectively to the per
ceptions of the character. In the film, Maldoror. we can vi
sually experience with the protagonist the slow erosion of
his world from rationality into chaos.
May I interject at this point that the film was not
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composed only of close-ups and P.O.V. shots. On the contrary,
establishing shots, medium shots, two shots etc. abound in
Maldoror. Such compositions serve as the conventional balance
for the more radical subjective technique. The use of the
more traditional objective shots, in fact, accentuate the sub
jective, making it more apparent and dynamic when it occurs.
Another method to visually gain access to the being of
Maldoror is through his dreams and flashbacks. They reveal
the depth of Maldoror's violence from his past, demonstrated
through the flashbacks up to the present, and even the future,
through his fantasies. By visually synthesizing the past, the
present, and the future into a single tense, aspects of Mal
doror's being are revealed "in the moment". This cinematic
rendering discloses to the audience the dimensionality of the
character more readily than the more expository methods and
more objective methods of the dialogue or the narrative.
Since ontological investigation of Maldoror constitutes
the backbone of the visual style of the film, the editing at
tempts to support the subjective visual treatment. In Maldoror,
the editing does not try to become an end unto itself. Mon
tages try not to assert themselves to the level of becoming
overt thereby upsetting the integrity of subjectivity of the
film. Hence the shot gains more importance (editing has too
long been favored by many aesthetes as the prime element of
filmmaking). Without the imposition of editing for its own
sake, the shot can remain intact until its communicative po
tential is realized. The viewer can absorb more thoroughly
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the total effect of the performance and composition without
undue editorial distraction.
I do not advocate the camera as a static recorder of a
performance. Rather a simplification of the cutting process
demands a very fluid and spacially active camera. I see the
interplay of photo images as a continual movement, both potent
ial and kinetic, which can react to the subject vitally. The
relationship of camera and subject is like two dancers: moving
together or in contradiction to each other. QnGe on the screen,
the cinematic space should emit an energy that can sweep the
audience into reciprocal psychological and physiological re
sponses.
Likewise the use of color in Maldoror delineates the
various planes of consciousness represented in the film. Full
color introduces the motion picture. By adhering to a three
to one lighting ratio and normal exposures, I used the color
in a conventional manner which appears very naturalistic or
"true to life". When Maldoror looks at the young girl (she
personifies chaos) the full color shifts to yellow tinted
black and white. The reality of full color changes to the
"unreal"
plane of expressionistic color. After this point
the color tints operate on a symbolic level: yellow - lyrical,
dream-like; red/magenta - Maldoror's violence; purple -
melancholia. Each shift in the tints demarcates a different
stratum of Maldoror's mental state. The color tints con
stitute most of the film; at the end, when Maldoror reali
zes the futility of his actions, the realistic full color re-
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turns. Thus the film comes full circle dramatically and ba
lances coloristically as well.
The color tints have two secondary effects. They re
semble the color toning commonly used to embellish still pho
tos during the turn of the century. In this regard, the tints
in Maldoror help lend an air of authenticity to the film.
Also the hues of the tints are unusual enough to capture the
continual interest of the audience and entice them to observe
the visuals more carefully.
The three major intentions, dramatic, philosophical,
and cinematic, offer a reasonable overview of Maldoror's
"raison d'etre". Yet so much more could be said about the
nuances of change that reformed (sometimes significantly) the
final presentation of the film. To elucidate all these a-
spects would only confuse my intentions to a point of non-re
cognition. I believe, despite the alterations and compromi
ses that transpired during shooting and post-production, that
I successfully made a solid step forward in my aspirations as
a filmmaker.
If film in general has any capacity to reflect human
existence, then it will encounter far more than the popular




methodology that investigates man's existence is devoted to
the "bringing to
light" the quality of being a human entity.
The focal point of an ontological film is man and his par
ticular questionings, crises, realizations that he may or may
-19-
not generate during the course of the film. My objective as
a filmmaker is to work with motion pictures as a media that
discloses what it is to be a human being in this world. My
immediate goal is to develop a viable and flexible film form
that can present such human qualities in a visual context that
not only entertains an audience but also invites them to par
ticipate by involving themselves in the questioning or search
they see being unfolded.
Maldoror is my first film in the development of my me
thodology. As one reads the synopsis, it can be seen that
Maldoror has a dramatic quality. Very technically it is dra
matic because it involves performances or impersonations of
particular characters by actors. It is undramatic in that
the unfolding of
Maldoror'
s character is not according to plot
but through a controlled non-linear development which I see
as more poetic than dramatic. The unity in Maldoror is orga
nic, much like a dream, or intermittently disjointed as the
tortured mind of the protagonist. Yet beyond its means of
exposition, Maldoror is the cry for human significance in the
face of nothingness.
THE PRODUCTION OF MALDOROR
by Robert D, Trussell
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The problem is clear. Can a graduate student in
painting produce a 16mm, feature length, dramatic film for
under $8,000.00? Can he also maintain artistic quality?
Can he retain his sanity? The answer: an equivocal yes.
The production of Maldoror actually dates back to
the first sparks of interest in 1969. At that time I was
a senior undergraduate at the University of Maryland in
painting. As part of my minor, I became involved with courses
in motion pictures; history, aesthetics and production. As I
became more involved with film, my desire to become a film
maker strongly competed with my commitment to painting. One
year of film production left my cine-appetite very titil
lated but far from satisfied.
Concurrent to my initiation to making motion pictures
was my increasing attraction to surrealism. My paintings
were visually influenced by Matta Echaurren and Arshile Gorky.
Yet I felt greater affinity for the surrealist poets: Eluard,
Tzara, and Breton, Perhaps their juxtaposition of word images
generated in me fantastic, unrestrained mental pictures
unlike any surrealist painting.
Soon my reading carried me back to some of the pre
cursors of the Surrealist Movement: the "poets
malade"
of
French Symbolism: Maeterlinck, Rimbaud, and MallarmS. Both the
surrealists and the symbolists pointed to the one poet as their
guiding inspiration: Le Comte de Lautreamont (pseudonym for
Isidore Ducasse). Lautreamont wrote only one complete poem,
a lengthy epic, Les Chants de Maldoror.
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Lautreamont'
s singular masterpiece was the thin, shrill
cry of Romanticism for a new dignity for the image of man.
Maldoror symbolizes this new superman. He derives his omni
potence through a total commitment to evil. His heinous deeds
shine like black diamonds eclipsing the brilliance of rational
mankind and completely devastating the omnipotence of the crea
tor. Maldoror is indeed mysteriously enchanting. The work has
sparked the imagination of not only poets, but artists such as
Dali, Magritte and Echaurren who have illustrated the work at
various times. After experiencing the poem I could not resist
the urge to realize Lautreamont's work in a visual format.
In 1970, while a graduate painting student at Rochester
Institute of Technology, I began the outline for the film,
Maldoror. In the conceptual stages, I avoided any literal in
clusion of the original text into the script. The film became
my visual response to Lautreamont's poem. However, the theme
of the film still adhered to the basic intention of the orig
inal work: a search for human dignity in the face of insignif
icance. The primary difference between the poem and the film
script was, while Ducasse took a romantic attitude, I ap
proached the theme from a more current existential stance,
specifically from the philosophy of Martin Heidegger.
The script was finished in February of 1971. It was in
a master scene form, consisting of detailed scene description
and the dialogue, more or less an extended treatment. In this
form, the plot and characters of the story could be presented
in depth to anyone, be they filmmaker, actor, college adminis-
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trator or banker, without the pain of sifting through the
technical morass of a shooting script.
It was March. I was armed with my
"quick-copy"
script
stapled in a dull gray cover and looking for locations, ac
tors, equipment and money! I imagine every filmmaker has
shed a drop or two of blood over these concerns. For some
reason, funding is the most confounding problem of them all,
I spent several frustrating months trying to get financial
assistance from R.I.T, As it is a private institution, al
beit well equipped, it is perpetually tightening its belt so
it can stay in the black. The administrators and financial
officers whom I visited thought I had a "laudable
idea"
but
they had no way of subsidizing my project.
Ah, then there were the afternoon teas with the ancient
rich of Rochester, the "grande
dames"
of the old industrial
elite. Actually the hours weren't that many in number, but
the lives of these people were so frozen in time that hours
with them seemed endless. I sat through exasperating recounts
of past glory and meaningless tittering about art. "Oh, dear,
please have another short biscuit. Now what is this film you
are doing? I've always wanted to make a film about..,.".
The superficial mise-en-scene of these chats were personally
demeaning; I felt false and self-effacing as I sat erect and
verbally performed my little drama. I imagine I was decent
entertainment: they smiled and showed concern at the right
times. Yet when the diversion ended, I was cordially compli
mented as a "promising young man", given a few cookies wrapped
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in a napkin, and shown to the door, I came away with some
cookies, but no money. So much for several of the local
patrons of the arts.
So I was forced to go to the bank and loan myself up
to the teeth. Luckily, I also sold some paintings at this
time for decent prices. By the beginning of the summer of
1971, I had amassed $3,000,00 of working capital, less than
half the target budget.
Three thousand dollars wasn't much with which to begin
my opus, but it was something. I did have a number of favor
able circumstances which helped me initiate the production.
Casting was not difficult. Rochester has several semi-profes
sional and professional theater groups. Theater has had a
long tradition in the city; many of the actors whom I chose
for the various roles were excellent and experienced perfor
mers. Moreover, they were willing to donate their services,
eliminating a significant cost consideration. At the same time,
Gene Weiss, my undergraduate film instructor from Maryland,
gave me 8,000 feet of black and white negative, to which I
eventually added another 7,000 feet of my own raw stock.
Now I could breathe and gather my strength for the next chal
lenge: the Motion Picture Department at R.I.T.
The Rochester Institute of Technology is a school that,
until 1967, was spread over several blocks of downtown Roches
ter. Each college or department was housed in an individual
building and, in most cases, were segregated by main thorough
fares and commercial office buildings. Over the years, these
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departmental "islands" became increasingly self-contained and
sometimes protective of their own educational interest against
efforts for interdepartmental course sharing or cooperation.
However, when the institute moved to its new, integral
ly designed campus, all the autonomous factions found them
selves thrown together. Needless to say, there was both some
tension and resistance to cooperation. It became apparent
with time that more communication between the various colleges
was necessary if they were going to live happily in the wedded
state of institutional bliss. The reconciliation has been
slow coming about, and in 1971, factionalism was still very
strong. I was unaware of these interdepartmental problems as
I, a student in the College of Fine and Applied Arts, took the
Maldoror proposal to one of the professors of the motion pic
ture department (part of the College of Photographic Sciences),
seeking technical assistance. As one might expect, I was con
fronted by a barrier of subtle suspicion. Indeed the profes
sor was genuinely friendly, but far from reacting enthusiasti
cally to my project. After reading my proposal, he explained
that I wouldn't be able to do such a project because I was not
part of the department: even if I was in the film program, my
proposal would be rejected because of its complexity. He fin
ished our conversation by informing me that since I wasn't
capable of doing the film, I would be wise to drop the pro
ject rather than experience inevitable failure.
I was somewhat discouraged by this initial encounter
with the motion picture department. I haven't held anything
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against the professor (in fact we have become very close
acquaintances). I suppose to him my proposed project seemed
outrageous, yet I was perplexed by the strength of his cri
ticism and the quick dismissal of the proposal.
Contrary to his advice, I refused to be held back,
and tried to approach the problem differently. First, I
wrote to Gene Weiss, requesting he send my undergraduate films
to Rochester. Next, I fortunately arranged a meeting with
the head of R.I.T.'s motion picture department so we could
view the films and discuss the proposal. After the screening,
he suggested I take the two summer film workshops. In the
first one, I could sharpen my technical skills and prepare
for the shooting of Maldoror. which would occur during the
second workshop. Taking the courses gave me access to the
department's facilities, the
professors' technical assistance,
and their personal advice.
Maldoror is a period drama occurring at the turn of
the century. The problems of mounting an authentic period
film on a low budget were challenging but far from impossible.
Upstate New York has a wealth of fascinating and well pre
served Victorian architecture and Victoriana to go with it.
The Rochester Landmark Society and the Rochester Historical
Society provided much information about various restored
houses in the area. In touring these possible locations, I
became overwhelmed by the amount of research that had recrea
ted them. I had no reason to think any of them unauthentic,
bu- it seemed all were limited in electrical potential: many
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had only two, ten amp fuses. I could not afford to rent a
generator so I did a lot of driving in Western New York
searching for a nineteenth century estate with plenty of
juice. In a few weeks I exhausted the major restorations in
the area to no avail. Then oddly, once when I was walking
home, I passed a large turn of the century home that had al
ways seemed deserted. This time I noticed large lace curtains
in the gothic windows. Filled with curiosity, I went to the
door and knocked. A maid answered. I told her I was a student
filmmaker and could I see the house's interior. At that point,
I was fully expecting her to shut the door in my face, but ap
parently a film student in Rochester still has some clout; she
graciously let me in and led me through one palatial room
after another - all of it lavishly overstuffed with Victoriana.
My impromptu tour also included the fuse box, revealing nearly
eighty amps of potential power! Within a week, I visited the
owners, glad to have their house filmed. In arranging to
shoot at this location and getting a release signed, I found
an openness and generosity in this incident that was to typify
the people that let us into their homes.
While I was securing the other various locations, my
wife, Patt, was designing the costumes for the fourteen char
acters of Maldoror. Each costume was carefully researched to
the summer of the mid 1890's. Since Maldoror does not occur
in any specific country, Patt had to adapt her designs to
styles that could be called international, thus following the
ambiguity of the film's locale. Besides being faithful to the
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period, the costumes had to become the attire worn day in and
day out by people who, as part of the upper middle class,
normally owned only two or three changes of clothes. Pant
seats were shined; cuffs and collars were roughed up; striped
shirts were washed to a well used, diminished hue. The final
results on film were completely convincing and well worth the
trouble. By the way, thanks to my wife's scavaging and rum
maging and a miraculous bargain buying sense, the costume
budget never exceeded $100.00! *
The few weeks before the scheduled shooting were spent
in rehearsals and discussions with the actors and actresses
about their roles. Two friends whom I met in the first R.I.T.
workshop consented to work on the crew. My director of pho
tography was a cinematographer with whom I had produced a
film while I was in Maryland. I greatly respected his camera
work and artistic sensibilities. He was unquestionably the
perfect choice to shoot what was going to be a great produc
tion.
High spirits are certainly a valuable asset to any pro
duction, A feeling of comradeship and unified purpose can
help film personnel weather the crisis of blown fuses, faulty
equipment, the "hurry up and
wait"
quality of shooting sched
ules, et al.
At the outset of our filming, everyone in the produc-
tion was optimistic about the outcome of Maldoror - perhaps
too much so. As I can recall, most of us had these terrible
"stars" in our eyes: festival prizes, critical acclaim,
artis-
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tic achievement, (Cannes?!?). Some of these aspirations
were totally unrealistic, but they were the focal points of
our pre-production discussions on the eve of the shooting.
I suggested storyboarding some of the tricky sequences, but
the cinematographer felt the freedom of his camera would be
inhibited by such explicit planning. In retrospect, as the
producer, I should have demanded a thorough pre-planning of
our camera set-ups, especially in view of our limited budget,
tight schedule, and my lack of experience
in*
terms of the size
of this project. As the director, I should have recognized
that "stars in the
eyes"
can impair an artist's vision, vision
that must be unremittingly clear. These stars very nearly
destroyed our production. But at the time, hell! We were
all friends doing this dynamite film together. It had to be
great. I was similarly infected by the fever and threw myself
headlong into fantasy.
The cinematographer saw the film as his bid for a new
high point in photographic artistry. In the same light, I
envisioned myself as a director of great innovation and crea
tivity. "Hello, Ingmar, just thought I'd call you. Frederico
was over yesterday and ". Sound silly? I am exaggerating,
yet I wonder how many film students go through similar illu
sions, at least once. In any event,
the initial comradeship
of the group began to strain under the burden of sustaining
our dreams in the face of actually shooting
- the hard reality.
We were approaching Maldoror too self-consciously. The first
rushes began to prove it. The camera angles were startlingly
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beautiful. Yet, in too many cases, I was aware that in being
entities unto themselves, these beautiful shots would resist
any unification in the editing. In my case, the
actors'
per
formances betrayed my increasing obsession with making the film
an obvious "work of art". I was unwittingly encouraging the
actors to stylize their roles according to my expectations
rather than allowing them to see their characters through their
own experience. Most horrible of all, we watched the dailies
fully aware of what was happening and not a word was said! We
were afraid to admit our own misconceptions. The fever soon
broke.
A riff developed between me and the cinematographer.
As he perceived the initial magic of the production dimini
shing, he blamed me for the change. Conversely, I felt that
he was attempting to gain more and more of the control of the
aesthetic/directional reins of Maldoror as the filming pro
gressed. One day the tensions of this power play finally
erupted in a sordid name-calling argument that is not worth
another word. There was no "bad guy": in reality, we both
allowed our fantasies, expectations and mutual distrust to go
too far. As a result, our illusions threatened the realization
of the film and caused a lot of anxiety for everyone. The problems
were eventually coated over in favor of finishing the project,
but the dream balloon had definitely been pricked. The cine
matographer attended to his work professionally but his dis
enchantment was easily discernible. He finished the remaining
weeks of shooting in August in Rochester and three days in
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September in Washington, D.C. Yet I felt he was still tense
and only begrudgingly fulfilling his commitment. Later in
the fall, I asked him to shoot the important beach sequences,
including the climatic murder scene, to be done along Lake
Ontario. After deliberating my invitation for a while, he
finally declined. At that point, his direct involvement
with the film ended and I turned my mind to the task of com
pleting the film.
The remaining sequence filming was divided between me
and the two other key crew members. It was considerable:
several full sequences, retakes, inserts, titles and process
shots. As we continued the filming, I began the post produc
tion stages: editing, music recording and post-synchroniza
tion.
Before going into the editing room, I had some doubts
about whether the footage shot during the summer was going
to hang together. While assembling the rough edit, I saw
some rough spots, yet the continuity was solid
- I could see
the film emerging! As some of the additional footage came in,
the gaps were filled more and more. Various sequences that
bothered me because of lack of mood or cinematic strength were
completely eliminated or reshot. I was determined that even
if Maldoror were no longer a "Cannes winner", it was going to
be a film that could reveal some artistic sensibilities and
personal commitment. I spent the next six months tied to my
editing bench trying to fulfill this goal, with 15,000 feet
of workprint in front of me! My days were spent transferring
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quarter inch tape to 16mm magnetic film, and cutting the dia
logue and picture. Nights were divided between innumerable
looping, music, and sound effects recording sessions. Sever
al people in the R.I.T. motion picture department and in the
Media Design Center worked closely with me during this con
voluted stage of the production. Their expertise was invalu
able, but above all, their patient help approached true
saint-
liness. Their cooperation reassured my faith in filmmaking
as a process of individuals working together toward a common
realization of a concept. (The final product of such mutual
efforts need not be considered a compromise but rather a
synergetic entity: the whole being something greater than the
sum of its parts.)
As the spring of X7Z arrived, one of the two original
key crew members had moved away, and the other had become in
creasingly involved in his own projects, with which I didn't
wish to interfere. Several sequences were scheduled to be
shot and, due to the complexities of their action, I did not
want to be straddled with the camera work as well as the
directing. I then came in contact with two filmmakers who had
their own motion picture company in Rochester. I was im
pressed by their work, and they showed interest in Maldoror.
After explaining my up and coming needs, they consented to
donate their services. The subsequent shooting sessions were
well planned, efficient and
vigorous - not inhibited by pre
tentious expectations. I was much freer, a director who was
more confident and knew what I wanted. The actors, in tu^n,
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performed very spontaneously and convincingly. The result
was footage that matched and even exceeded the quality of any
thing shot the previous summer. With these sequences
edited into the existing workprint, I brought Maldoror to the
final cut length of 2,800 feet. The summer of l7Z was also
spent assembling the seven sound tracks and preparing the
dubbing sheets for the sound mixing sessions. As a favor,
the R.I.T. motion picture department arranged the sound mix
to be done at its Canadian counterpart, Ryerson Polytechnical
Institute in Toronto. Ryerson possessed a fantastic sixteen
track mixing board with a wall full of l6/35mm Magna-Tech
dubbers. My two sound men and I went crazy with joy during
the three days we mixed the master track. Ryerson' s film
department laid out the red carpet and did everything
possible to make us feel at home. For me it was the climax of
nearly two years of unbelievable psychological highs and lows.
I came out of it still believing in the film and wanting to
continue filmmaking.
The rest is almost the denoument but not quite. I re
turned to painting while gathering more funds to have the ori
ginal conformed and to get an answer print. Although there has
been some speculation, it is hard to draw a direct corre
lation between this interlude of painting and my decision to
have the film printed on color stock, using a tinting process.
Perhaps my painting regenerated my interest in the psychologi
cal and aesthetic use of color; this in turn may have sparked
my desire to experiment with
specific color tints in Maldoror.
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I was also intrigued by the early "toning and
tinting" in si
lent films. In the past, the print was hand-dipped into the
various toning or tinting solutions. If one wished a change
in color from scene to scene, the print had to be appropria
tely divided, dipped and reassembled. Not many of the ori
ginal toned and tinted films have survived but at one time,
such classic movies as The Great Train Robbery. Broken Blos
soms. The General, and Frankenstein were distributed with
color embellishments. In fact, the process was popular enough
to encourage Eastman Kodak to once offer toning and tinting
for motion picture films as a customer service. In R.I.T. 's
rare book room, I inspected a book which had labelled, 35mm
positive frames tinted or toned and various combinations of
the two. The colors were extraordinarily radiant and imparted
an unreal, lyrical feeling to the photographic image. I saw
color tinting as a means of increasing the dream-like quali
ty of Maldoror.
However, since I didn't wish to risk a whole print by
cutting it up and dunking it, I elected to go with color print
ing and use the tints available through color filtration.
Filmlab in Cleveland agreed to try the experiment. They re
quested some dyed samples of positive outtakes and about seven
ty feet of original negative for testing. It seemed simple
enough, of course, but
black and white negative does not have
the usual compensation mask of
color-
negative. Thus the lab
went through a lot of trouble piecing together a filter pack
that simulated the mask so the color positive print would
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register the black and white normally. Once they had solved
that problem, the tints could be arranged very easily. It
was a tricky process, but the answer print was something to
behold! Unlike black and white reversal which, when tinted,
has an overall coloration, tinted black and white negative
created a positive image that had clean white highlights,
middle tones that, according to the density, revealed the
full strength of the tint, and blacks that were enriched by
the faint suggestion of color. Suddenly, Maldoror had new
dimensions both visually and psychologically. This certainly
removed any anticlimatic feelings I may have had about the
film after the sound mix.
Anyway, I hope I have supported my equivocal answer:
yes. I evolved from the Maldoror epoch a much better species
of filmmaker than before the production. Perhaps I set up
too many, too lofty goals. However, I discovered that I could
reach some of my aspirations, even surpass a few. The ones
that failed will be attempted again - yes - in the next film.
And to think for all of it I'm only a trifle insane. Not a
bad bargain for under $8,000!
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'Martin Esslin, The Theatre of the Absurd (New
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